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Abstract 
This paper proposes a practical large scaled secret voting scheme which satisfies the 
receipt-free property* as well as the fairness propertyt. This scheme uses three realistic 
tools: a non-anonymous channel, a bulletin board, and a private channel. The participants 
of the scheme are the voters and voting commissioners (administrators, privacy commis
sion members, and timeliness commission members). There are four stages to this scheme: 
the authorizing stage, voting stage, claiming stage, and counting stage. A voter performs 
just one round message exchange with the administrators in the authorizing stage, and is 
required to send just one message in the voting stage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many electronic secret voting schemes have been proposed in the last ten years. We 
can classify these electronic secret voting schemes into three types: one is the multi
party protocols (or secure computation protocols) [GMW87, BGW88, CCD88], another 
is the schemes that use the higher degree residue encryption (or homomorphic encryption) 
technique [BY86, BT94, CF85, Ive92, SK94], and the other is the schemes based on the 
blind signature and an anonymous channel [Cha88, F0092, Oht88, SK95]. 

Here note that the first type requires no party other than the voters, while the second 
and third types require additional participants, e.g., a center or an administrator. 

In the first type, or the schemes that use the multi-party protocol [GMW87, BGW88, 
CCD88], all procedures are managed by just the voters, however, many communication 

*With the receipt-free property, there is no receipt of a vote, which could be used by another party to 
buy a vote or to coerce a voter. 
t With the fairness property, no one can know even intermediate voting results 
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acts are required among voters. Therefore, this approach is very important theoretically, 
but is impractical, especially for large scale voting. 

The second type, or the schemes that use higher degree residue encryption (or homo
morphic encryption) [BY86, CF85, CFSY96, Ive92, SK94], needs centers to protect voter 
privacy. However, these schemes are still rather impractical for large scale elections, since 
a lot of communication and computation overhead is needed to prevent the dishonesty of 
voters by using zero-knowledge (like) protocols. Moreover, the schemes are limited to only 
yes/no voting. Although they can be extended to multiple value voting, the complexity 
increases a lot [BY86, CFSY96]. 

The third type is the most suitable and practical for large scale elections, since the 
communication and computation overhead is fairly small even if the number of voters 
is large, and several practical schemes [Cha88, F0092, Oht88, SK95] of this type have 
been proposed recently. Moreover, this type of schemes naturally realize the multiple 
value voting. Such schemes contain three stages: the authorizing stage, voting stage, and 
counting stage. In the authorizing stage, the administrators issue blind signatures, in 
the voting stage, the voters send their votes with the administrator's signatures to the 
counter through anonymous channels, and in the counting stage, the votes are verified 
and counted. 

Major problems to be solved in the schemes of the third type are fairness, privacy, 
anonymity, and receipt-freeness. The fairness problem is that when the center or a third 
party can know intermediate voting results by opening the ballots, he can affect the final 
voting result by leaking the intermediate results. The privacy problem is that a voter's 
privacy can be violated, especially when the voter notices that his vote was not counted 
correctly and claims it by showing his vote after the counting stage. The anonymity 
problem is that it is hard to realize an anonymous channel within a real network, since 
usual digital channels such as ISDN and email networks are not anonymous channels. The 
receipt-freeness problem is that the receipt of a vote, which proves how a voter voted, could 
be used by another party to buy a vote or to coerce a voter [BT94, JSI96, SK95]. 

The originally proposed schemes of this type [Cha88, Oht88] did not solve these prob
lems. Fujioka et a!. proposed a scheme which overcomes the fairness and privacy problems 
[F0092]; however, messages must be sent to the center twice to guarantee fairness. More
over, it does not overcome the anonymity and receipt-free problems. Sako and Kilian 
[SK95] proposed a receipt-free voting scheme, but the computational complexity is quite 
large when it is large scaled, and the voting is limited to yes/no. 

This paper proposes a practical large scale secret voting scheme (of the third type), 
which solves the fairness, privacy, anonymity, and receipt-freeness. 

The correctness of the voting result in the proposed scheme is guaranteed even if some 
of the administrators and all commission members conspire, under the condition that each 
voter checks his/her individual information on a board. Voter privacy is ensured unless all 
the privacy commission members conspire simultaneously. The scheme also realizes voting 
fairness unless all the timeliness commission members conspire simultaneously. If private 
channels exist, the receipt-freeness is satisfied unless all timeliness commission members 
conspire simultaneously. 
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2 PARTICIPANTS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

The participants of the scheme are voters, V; ( i = 1, 2, ... , I), and voting commissioners, 
which consists of administrators, Aj (j = 1, 2, ... , J), privacy commission members, Pk 
(k = 1, 2, ... , K), and timeliness commission members, T1 (I= 1, 2, ... , L). 

3 BASIC FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

This section introduces the basic framework of our voting scheme. For simplicity of de
scription, here, we assume that the numbers of administrators, and timeliness commission 
member are one, and so we simply write A and T for the administrator and timeliness 
commission (member). In addition, we do not use privacy commission members in this 
basic framework, and instead use anonymous channels. Later we will show how to replace 
anonymous channels by the Mixnet technique with privacy commission members. 

There are four stages in this framework: the authorizing stage, voting stage, claiming 
stage, and counting stage. 

3.1 Authorizing stage 

In this stage, each voter obtains the signature of the administrator to his ballot in a blind 
signature manner. Here, the RSA blind signature is used, but we can use any other blind 
signatures [0089, Oka92, Sta96]. 

1. Voter V; makes his/her vote v; and computes 

m; = BC(v;llr;), 

using a random number r;. Here, BC is a bit-commitment function [CFSY96]. V; com-
putes 

x; = H(m;)t;• mod n, 

where t; is a random number in Zn, (e,n) is the RSA public key of A for signatures, 
and H is a hash function. V; generates his/her signature 

z; = Sv;(x;) 

for x;. V; also computes 
EA(x;llz;IIIDv;), 

where EA is a non-malleable public-key encryption [BR94] using A's public-key, and II 
denotes concatenation. 

2. V; sends EA(x;llz;iiiDv.) to A. 
3. A decrypts the message, and checks that voter V; has the right to vote. If V; doesn't 

have the right, A rejects. A also checks whether or not V; has already applied for a 
signature. If V; has already applied, A rejects. If V; is accepted, A checks the signature 
z; of message x;. If they are valid, then A generates signature 

Yi = x/1• mod n. 
A sends y; to V;. 
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4. V; checks the signature y; of message x;. If it is valid, voter V; retrieves A's signature 
s; == H(m;) 1 fe mod n of message m; by s; == y;jt; mod n. 

3.2 Voting stage 

V; sends (m;,s;) to the bulletin board, and sends (v;,r;,m;) to timeliness commission 
member T through anonymous channels. 

3.3 Claiming stage 

After the voting stage, a fixed term (e.g. three hours) is set for the claiming stage, during 
which a voter can make a claim that his/her vote has been neglected or that a forged vote 
has been registered in the list. 

In the claiming stage, V; checks that his/her ballot is listed on the bulletin board (ballot 
list). If his/her vote is not listed, then V; claims this by showing (m;,s;). 

3.4 Counting stage 

After the claiming stage, the counting stage starts. 

1. T sends (v;, r;, m;)(i==1,2, ... ,I) to the bulletin board. If m; is claimed to be invalid in 
the claiming stage, then T sends no message regarding m;. 

2. Anyone can check whether 
m; == BC(v;,r;). 

They then count v; if it is correct. If the check regarding m; is not correct, they send 
to the board ("invalid", m;). 

3. Anyone can obtain the same final result by counting the votes. 

4 RECEIPT-FREE VERSION OF THE BASIC FRAMEWORK 

The above-mentioned basic framework does not satisfy the receipt-free condition, since 
(v;, r;) is published and specific to each voter V;, therefore it can be a receipt (transferable 
proof) of V;'s voting v;. 

This section introduces the receipt-free version of the basic framework. In this version, 
V; can confirm whether his/her vote v; is counted or not, but, at the same time, can make 
various receipts which can be used to cheat vote buyers and coercers. Here the following 
two tools play the essential role: trap-door bit-commitments [JSI96], and zero-knowledge 
proof of proving the correctness of the vote, v;, while concealing the relationship between 
m; and v;. 

4.1 Authorizing stage 

We now assume that several parameters, p, q,g, h, are generated and published by the 
system, where p and q are prime, qlp-1, g and hare in z;, and order(g) ==order( h). (i.e., 
gq := hq := 1 (mod p), and g # h # 1.) Here, a such that h == g" mod pis not known 
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to any party. For example, g and h are generated using a publicly known pseudo-random 
generation algorithm and exponentiation to adjust the order. 

1. Vi randomly generates a; E Zq, and calculates G; = g 01 ' mod p. We then define 
BC(v;, r;) = g"'Gi' mod p. Here, note that BC(v;, r;) is a trap-.door bit-commitment, 
since V; can open this bit-commitment in many ways, ( v;, r;), (vi, ri), etc., using a; such 
that v; + a;r; = v; + a;r; (mod q). 
V; makes his/her vote v; and computes 

m; = BC(v;,r;) = g"•Gi' mod p, 

using a random number r;. V; computes 

x; = H(m;IIG;)t;" mod n, 

where t; is a random number in Zn, and ( e, n) is the RSA public key of A for signatures. 
V; generates his/her signature 

z; = Sv,(x;) 
for x;. V; also computes 

EA(x;ilzdiiDv,). 
2. The remaining procedures of the authorizing stage are the same as those in the ba

sic framework. Finally, V; obtains A's signature s; = H(m;IIG;) 1/e mod n of message 
(m;IIG;). 

4.2 Voting stage 

V; sends (m;IIG;,s;) to the bulletin board through anonymous channels. V; also sends 
(v;, r;, m;) to timeliness commission member T through anonymous and private channels. 

4.3 Claiming stage 

1. V; checks that his/her ballot is listed on the bulletin board (ballot list). If his/her vote 
is not listed, then V; claims this by showing (m;IIG;,s;). 

2. T checks whether ( v;, r;) is a correct open value of m;. If it is not correct, T claims 
it on the board. The corresponding voter asks the system to investigate the cause, or 
sends the correct open value to T. T then shows the result on the board. 

4.4 Counting stage 

In the receipt-free version, the counting stage is completely different from that in the 
basic framework. The open value, (v;,r;), of m; is directly shown on the board in the 
basic framework. Therefore, the linkage between m; and v; is published. In contrast, in 
the receipt-free version, only v; is published on the board, and a zero-knowledge (like) 
proof is given by T to prove that v; is a correct open value of a member of a group of 
m;'s. Here note that the linkage between m; and v; is concealed, but v; is guaranteed to 
be an authorized vote in the authorization stage. 
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1. T makes many disjoint groups of votes, where any vote belongs to a group, and 
each group consists of several votes which cover all possible votes (candidates). Here, 
we explain the procedure using the example of a group consisting of 5 votes (say 
v~, v2, v3, v4, v5). T generates a random permutation 1r E Ss, and T shows ( m~, m2, m3, 
m4 , m5 ) and ( v~, v~, v~, v~, v~) = ( v,..(1), v.-(2), v.-(3), v,..(4), v.-(sj) on the board. T then gives 
a non-interactive proof, u, that {v~, v;, V~, V~, va = {v~, V2, V3, V4, Vs} (equivalence as a 
set) without giving any linkage between m; and v;. 
For example, 1r: (1,2,3,4,5)--+ (2,4,1,5,3), then (v~,v~,v~,v~,v~) = (v2,v4,v11 v5,v3). 
Note: In the basic framework, if m; is claimed to be invalid in the claiming stage, then 
T does not give open value of m; to protect the privacy of the claiming voter. However, 
in the receipt-free version, the vote of a claiming voter can be counted. 

2. Anyone can check whether u of each group is correct or not. They then count v; if it is 
correct. If the check regarding a group is not correct, they send to the board ("invalid", 
u of a group). 

3. Anyone can obtain the same :final result by counting the votes. 

Zero-knowledge interactive proof (basic version of a) 
Input: (m1,m2,m3,m4,m5) and (v~,v~,v~,v~,v~). 
What to prove: T (prover) knows 1r and r; (i = 1, ... ,5) such that m; = BC(v;,r;) 
and v~ = v,..(i)· 

Repeat the following procedure k(= poly(jpi)) times. 

1. T (prover) generates random permutation hE S5• T also randomly generates u;, s;, t; E 
Zq (i = 1, ... ,5). 

where i = 1, ... ,5. 

Z; = m;Gi;hu; mod p, 

W; = l~;>h1; mod p, 

T sends X = (Z11 ... , Z5, Wh ... , W5) to Verifier. 
2. Verifier randomly selects a bit e E {0, 1 }, and sends it to T 
3. If e = 0, then T sends Y = (h, u;,s;,t; (i = 1, ... ,5)) to Verifier. If e = 1, T calculates 

p = 'lr-1 0 h-1, 

x; = r; + s; mod q, 

y; = u; - tp(i) mod q, 

and sends Y = (p, x;,y; (i = 1, ... ,5)) to Verifier. 
4. If e = 0, then Verifier checks whether the following hold or not: 

Z; = m;G'r h u; mod p, 

W; = l~<;>ht; mod p. 

If e = 1, Verifier checks whether the following holds or not: 

Wp(iJGi;hy; := Z; (mod p). 
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Non-interactive proof: a 
Now we will show a way to make a non-interactive proof, a, based on the the above
mentioned zero-knowledge interactive proof. Here we assume a random function, F : 
{0,1}*-+ {0,1}k. In practice, F can be replaced by a realistic one-way hash function 
such as SHA and MD5 [BR94]. 
T generates k times X = (Z~, ... , Z5, W1, .•. , W5 ) in the same manner as the above
mentioned zero-knowledge interactive proof (say Xi = (Z1, ... , Z5 , Wb ... , W5)i (j = 
1, ... , k)). T then generates 

( e~, e2, ... , ek) = F(XI, ... , Xk)· 

T also generates T's second message Yj of the zero-knowledge interactive proof, corre
sponding to Xi and ei (j = 1, ... , k)). So, 

5 MULTIPLE ADMINISTRATORS AND TIMELINESS 
COMMISSION MEMBERS 

The above-mentioned schemes use single administrator and single timeliness commission 
member. In this section, we show how to introduce multiple administrators and multiple 
timeliness commission members to improve the security. Here, we assume that there are J 
administrators, Ai (j = 1, 2, ... , J), and L timeliness commission members, T1 (l = 1, 2, 
... 'L). 

5.1 Authorizing stage 

In the authorizing stage, voter V; executes the above-mentioned single-administrator au
thorizing procedure for each administrator Aj, where m;IIG; is common among all proce
dures with A~, ... , AJ. Finally, V; obtains administrators' signatures of m;, 

(sil, ... ,s;J) =(SA, (m;IIG;), ... , SAAmdiG;)). 

5.2 Voting stage 

Here, V; splits v; and r; into L parts as follows: 

Vi= Vii+···+ ViL mod q, 

r; = r;1 + · · · + r;L mod q. 

Then, V; sends (m;IIG;) along with (sib ... , SiJ) to the bulletin board through anony
mous channels. V; also sends (v;t, r;1, m;) to timeliness commission members Tt (I= 1, 2, 
... , L) through anonymous and private channels. 

5.3 Claiming stage 

1. V; checks that his/her ballot is listed on the bulletin board (ballot list). If V;'s vote is 
not listed, then V; claims this by showing (m;IIG;) and (s;1 , ... , S;J ). 
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2. T1 calculates 
m;1 = gv"c;•1 mod p, 

and sends mil to a private board which is read by only timeliness committee members. 
T1 checks 

m; = m;r · · · m;L mod p. 

If it is not correct, T1 claims it on the board. The corresponding voter asks the system 
to investigate the cause, or sends the correct values, ( v;~, r;~, m;) to T. T then shows 
the result on the board. 

5.4 Counting stage 

In this stage, all members of T1 collaborate to generate v; and a while keeping r1 secret 
to other members. 

First, T1 sends each vii to their private board and calculate 

Vi = Vii + · · · + Vi£ mod q. 

Next they collaborate to make a. 

1. First, they agree with the grouping and share random permutations, 1r and 8. They 
generate k pairs of permutations of (1r, 8) for k round parallel executions of the basic 
zero-knowledge protocol. (Here, we also assume the number of votes in the group is 5.) 

2. Then T1 ( l = 1, ... , L) generates randomly u;~, s;~, til E Zq (i = 1, ... , 5), and computes 

Zil = mi/G?hu'1 mod p, 

Wit = gv•(•ll' ht" mod p, 

where i = 1, ... , 5, and v;l = V-rr(i)l· Tz repeats the procedure k times and obtains 
Xit = (Z11 , ••• , Z 51 , W 11 , ••• , Wsi)i (j = 1, ... , k)). T1 sends Xi1 to their private board. 

3. They then obtain Xi= (Z11 •.• , Z5 , W1, .•. , Ws)j by calculating Z; = IT1=r, ... ,L Zil mod 
p, and W; = ITt=I, ... ,L 'Wit mod p (i = 1, ... ,5). 

4. They calculate 

5. If ej = 0, T1 sends Y1 
calculates 

(e11 e2 , .•. , ek) = F(Xr, ... ,Xk)· 

{ ( u;1, Sit, til) I i = 1, ... , 5 } to their board. If ej 

Xii = r;1 + s;1 mod q, 

Yil = Uii- tp(i)i mod q, 

and sends Yl = {(xi/, Yii) I i = 1, ... '5 } to their board. where p = 7r-l 0 8-1 . 

They then obtain Yj = ( 8, u;, s;, t; ( i = 1, ... , 5))j by calculating u; = Li=l, ... ,L u;1 mod 
q, s; = Li=I, ... ,L Sii mod q, and i; = Li=J, ... ,L til mod q, when ej = 0. 
When ej = 1, they obtain Yj = (p, x;, Yi ( i = 1, ... , 5)) j by calculating x; = Lt=I, .. ,L X it 

modq, and Yi = Li=I, ... ,L Yil mod q. 
6. Finally, they send 

to the public board. 
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6 USING MIXNET 

In the above-mentioned schemes, we use anonymous channels. Here we introduce the stan
dard Mixnet technique to replace the anonymous channels by non-anonymous channels, 
and privacy commission members execute the Mixnet procedures. If at least one of the 
members is not corrupted by the adversary, anonymity is guaranteed. Here, we omit a de
tailed description of the procedure due to the space limitations (see [Cha81, SK94, Sta96] 
for Mixnet). 

By introducing Mixnet technique, the proposed voting scheme requires three realistic 
tools: a non-anonymous channel (in place of an anonymous channel), a bulletin board, 
and a private channel. 

7 EFFICIENCY 

The heaviest part of our voting scheme in terms of computational complexity is computing 
a. Here, we estimate the efficiency of computing a. 

First, the computational complexity of a is linear in the number of voters. For each 
vote, 2k modular exponentiations with double bases are the majority part for each Tt. If 
we assume IPI = 1024, and lql = 160, then one modular exponentiation requires 160 x 1.75 
modular multiplications with 1024 bits on average, by using the standard binary method 
for double bases. Therefore, the computational complexity for a is around 560k modular 
multiplications per voter for each 1}. 

Here note that this computation can be executed immediately after 1} obtains (viil ril)· 
In other words, even if the grouping for a is not determined, such computation for each 
vote can be pre-computed. Then, the amount of1}'s pre-computation on receiving (v;t, r;t), 
around 560k modular multiplications, is practical, since it is less than k RSA decryptions 
with 1024 bit modulus. (e.g., k = 128.) 
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